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ABSTRACT

How can we improve node features obtained from Pretrained Mod-
els (PMs) for downstream graph tasks? Graph Neural Networks
(GNNs) have demonstrated promising results in various graph learn-
ing tasks, including node classification and link prediction. Despite
their remarkable success in high-impact applications, we have ob-
served that for feature-rich graphs, it is a common practice to
directly employ a PM for feature generation in GNNs without incor-
porating any domain adaptation techniques. However, this practice
is suboptimal because the node features extracted from PM are
graph-agnostic and it prevents fully utilize the potential correla-
tions between graph structures and node features. So how can we
improve node features obtained from a PM for downstream graph
tasks? We found that the best way is to do graph-centric finetuning
on the PM.

In this paper, we present TouchUp-G; a simple Touch-Up en-
hancement technique to improve Graphs’ node features obtained
from PMs via graph-centric pretraining. TouchUp-G has the fol-
lowing advantages: (a) General, can be applied to any downstream
graph tasks; (b)Multi-modal, can improve raw features that come
from any modality (e.g. images, texts); (c) Principled, we propose
a novel metric: feature homophily to quantify the potential corre-
lations between graph structures and node features; (d) Effective,
outperforms baselines on 4 real datasets across various tasks and
modalities, with up to 2× performance improvement on MRR.

1 INTRODUCTION

How can we improve node features obtained from a Pretrained
Model (PM) for downstream graph tasks? Graphs or networks are
foundational representations for relational structures and their
analysis is useful in many scientific and industrial applications.
Various tasks, including recommendation, question answering, and
knowledge graph completion, can be cast graph tasks. Graph Neu-
ral Networks (GNNs) operate in a message passing mechanism,
where the nodes pass their feature representations as messages to
their neighbors and update their neighbors feature representations
accordingly [12, 14, 25, 39, 45]. The feature representation for each
node is initialized as the node’s initial features. With the advantage
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Figure 1: TouchUp-G wins: Compared with features ob-

tained directly from pretrained models (BERT [9] or

ViT [11]), (a) TouchUp-G improves the quantative perfor-

mance by more than 25% across datasets and modalities. (b)

shows a co-purchasing example that exists in Amazon-CP

in the test split. TouchUp-G correctly predicts the ground

truth in top-2 predictions while ViT+ fails.

of combining the topology structure and node features, GNNs have
become the state of the art practice for most real-world graph tasks
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Figure 2: Why pretrained features may fail: We show a sub-

graph of Amazon Co-purchasing graph (Amazon-CP). Prod-

ucts have completely different visual features, but they are

often bought together.

such as node classification. Besides the conventional node classifica-
tion task, link prediction has also gained widespread popularity as
a graph pretraining technique to tackle the challenge of insufficient
labels for self-supervised learning on graphs [20, 21, 57].

Pretrained Models (PMs), like BERT, GPT, ViT [3, 9, 11] have
shown remarkable performance on many natural language process-
ing and computer vision tasks, such as question answering and
image classification, and have became the foundations of modern
ML systems. As a result, for feature-rich graphs (each node in the
graph has raw features such as images, texts, audios), it is a com-
mon practice to directly employ a pretrained model to generate
node features and and then directly adapt the generated features
into GNNs, without any domain adaptation [5, 17, 18, 22, 55]. As a
result, the features generated from PMs are completely unaware
of the graph structures and yields poor performance when doing
feature propagation on these node features using GNNs. As shown
in Fig. 2, while these products, have completely different visual
representations, they are often bought together according to user
co-purchasing history. Directly using the image features from ViT
will give completely different feature embeddings for each product
and thus making GNNs fail to predict the products are likely to
be co-purchased together. This is a widespread issue that persists
whenever a PM is leveraged to generate the node features and the
pretraining objective is irrelevant with the graph’s structure infor-
mation. So how can we improve node features obtained from a PM
for the downstream graph tasks?

We found that the best approach is to do graph-centric finetun-
ing on the PM. By doing graph-centric finetuning on the PM, the
PM gets the structure information needed to extract meaningful
topological aware features that can benefit the downstream graph
tasks, and as a result, let GNNs better utilize the correlation between
node features and graph structures. To quantify the correlation be-
tween the extracted node features and graph structure, we propose
Feature Homophily, a extended metric from assortativity [34, 35] to

Table 1: TouchUp-Gmatches all specs: Comparing finetun-

ing frameworks. TouchUpG is General: can be applied on
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assess the necessity of applying graph-centric finetuning on the PM.
To improve node features obtained from a PM for graph tasks, we
present TouchUp-G; a simple TouchUp enhancement technique
that improves Graph’s node features from any Pretrained Models.
TouchUp-G is lightweight, and easily adaptable to a variety of
pretrained models across multiple domains. The node features ob-
tained from TouchUp-G exhibit a strong correlation with the graph
structure and can achieve up to 2× performance improvement for
GNNs on downstream graph tasks. A summary of our results are
shown in Fig. 1. Our code will be made public upon acceptance of
the paper.

Our contributions are summarized as follows:
• General: TouchUp-G can be applied to a variety of graph
tasks, including node classification as well as link prediction.

• Multi-modal: TouchUp-G can be applied any pretrained
models from any modality, e.g. texts, images etc.

• Principled:We propose a novelmetric (see Eq. 2, section 4.1):
feature homphily to measure the correlation between node
features and graph structure when features are vectors in-
stead of scalars/categorical.

• Effective:TouchUp-G outperforms baselines on 4 real datasets,
with up to 2× performance improvement across various
tasks, metrics and modalities.

2 RELATEDWORK

Next we discuss related work. Notice that none of the methods
below, satisfy all the specifications (see Table 1).
Pretrained Transformers as Feature Embeddings. Pretrained
language models aim to learn general language representations
from large-scale corpora, have been used to obtain a contextualized
text representation for graphs with rich text information [9, 31, 32].
Yasunaga et al. pretrains LMs by leveraging links between doc-
uments and show that the joint pretraining of masked language
modeling and document relation prediction improves the language
representation of documents [51]. The breakthroughs of transform-
ers [44] has also sparked great interest in the computer vision
community. Vision Transformers (ViTs) have been proposed to
learn a general visual representation for images [11, 27, 33, 38].
We refer to the survey for more details [24]. The typical approach
for graph learning with rich text or image features is to adopt a
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“cascaded architecture” where the feature information of each node
is first extracted by a PM, and the extracted features are used as
node feature embeddings for GNNs, without further pretraining on
the graph domain. [5, 21–23, 28, 57]. Gururangan et al. shows the
importance of doing domain-adaptative pretraining and language
domains and the same applies to the graph domain [13]. It is essen-
tial to do domain adaptation on the features extracted from PMs
for downstream graph tasks. Ioannidis et al. proposes a multi-step
finetuning framework that can jointly train LMs and GNNs effec-
tively and efficiently [21]. GIANT uses a neighborhood prediction
objective to pretrain XR-Transformers with topology information
for node classification on text-rich graphs [5]. GLEM proposes
an alternating training framework that fuses graph structure and
language learning with a variational Expectation Maximization
framework [55].To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to
propose finetuning on pretrained visual representations for graphs.
We are also the first to propose finetuning technique which can
be applied to any pretrained models from any modality, e.g. texts,
images, and a variety of graph tasks, including node classification
and link prediction.
Link Prediction using GNNs. Link prediction is the task of infer-
ring missing links from an observed network. Techniques to solve
this task range from heuristics–e.g., predicting links based on the
number of common neighbors between a pair of nodes–to graph
neural network (GNN) models , which rely on message passing and
leverage both the graph structure and node features [30]. Methods
that use GNNs for link prediction mainly fall into two categories:
Graph Autoencoder (GAE)-based methods and enclosing subgraph-
based methods. GAE-based methods use GNNs as the encoder of
nodes, and edges are decoded by their nodes’ encoding vectors using
score functions [7, 26, 43]. For enclosing subgraph-based methods
including SEAL [52, 54], IGMC [53], GraIL [42], NBFNet [59] first
extract an enclosing subgraph for the target edge, apply GNNs to
encode the node representations of nodes in enclosing subgraph,
and then aggregate the node representations by pooling methods.
The learned subgraph features are fed into a classifier to predict
the existence of the target edge. In this work, we focus on link
prediction as the main downstream graph task because link pre-
diction gives meaningful embeddings for self-supervised learning
on graph [18, 20] and we mainly focus on GAE-based approaches
since they are more scalable and typically used to deal with graphs
with millions or even billions of nodes.
Homophily and Heterophily in GNNs Heterophily has been
an area of raising interest for GNNs, as conventional GNN designs
are ineffective when dealing with heterophily [16, 58]. A variety
of methods have been proposed to solve the case of heterophily
on node classification. We refer to the survey for more details [56].
However, existing measures of homophily focus on label homophily,
which quantifies the variation of node labels across edges. In this
work, our focus is on feature homophily, which aims to measure
the similarity of node features along connected edges. In [49, 50],
the authors showed that GNNs penalizes deviations between the
embeddings of two nodes sharing an edge and as a result, GNNs
implicitly assumes feature homophily between connected edges.
Scalar assortativity is first proposed to quantify the similarity of
scalar or categorical features over connected edges [34, 35]. But

Table 2: Major symbols and their definitions.

Symbols Definitions

G Graph
A Adjacency Matrix
T Pretrained Model used to generate node feature
S set of all raw node features (e.g. texts, images)
X node feature extracted the pretrained model T
ℎ Feature Homophily score

the traditional notion of assortativity is not application to vector-
ized features obtained from PMs.ß To the best of our knowledge,
our work is the first to introduce measures of feature homophily
for vectorized features. Additionally, we pioneer in using feature
homophily to quantify the correlation between node features and
graph structures. The most closely related metric to our feature ho-
mophily measure is the feature smoothness score, which quantifies
the propagation of features in the network [16]. However, feature
smootheness score fails to be used as a measure of quantifying
if graph-centric finetuning is needed because feature smoothness
score (1) is unbounded in magnitude, making it unsuitable for com-
paring graphs of varying sizes, and (2) fails to differentiate the cases
of negative or zero correlation of node features and graph structure.

3 PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we formally define key notions that we use through-
out the paper, as well as the problem that we seek to solve. The
major symbols we use is defined in Tab. 2.

3.1 Definitions

Graphs.We consider a graph G = (V, E, S), where V is the set of
vertices, E is the set of edges. Denote A ∈ R |V |× |V | as the adjacency
matrix for G.
Node Feature X. We consider the case where S is the set of raw
node features, e.g. raw text, raw images etc., T is a pretained model
from any modalities, then we have X = T(S). X ∈ R |V |×𝑑 is ex-
tracted 𝑑-dimensional node feature embedding from the pretrained
model T, that we use during GNN training.
Link Prediction. Given a graph G = (V, E, S), the link prediction
task aims to determine whether there will be a link 𝑒𝑖 𝑗 between
a pair of nodes 𝑖 and 𝑗 , where 𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ V and 𝑒𝑖 𝑗 ∉ E based on the
extracted node features X and graph structure A.
Node Classification. Given a graph G = (V, E, S), the node clas-
sification task aims to determine the node label 𝑁 based on the
extracted node features X and the graph structure A.
Graph Neural Networks (GNNs). GNN models utilize a neigh-
borhood aggregation scheme to learn a representation vector ℎ𝑣 for
each node 𝑣 . In general, the node representation of node 𝑣 can be
formulated as a 𝑘-round neighborhood aggregation schema: ℎ (𝑘 )𝑣 =

COMBINE(𝑘 ) ({ℎ (𝑘−1)
𝑣 ,AGGREGATE(𝑘 ) ({ℎ (𝑘−1)

𝑢 : 𝑢 ∈ 𝑁𝑘 (𝑣)})}),
where AGGREGATE(.) is typically mean or max pooling, and COM-
BINE(.) can be a sum/concatenation/attention on nodes’ ego- and
neighbor-embeddings. And ℎ (0)𝑢 = 𝑥𝑢 is node u’s feature from T.
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Figure 3: Overview of TouchUp-G. Typically, researchers use a pretrained transformer [9, 11] to extract features from raw text

or images of each node, and train GNNs (blue). We propose TouchUp-G (orange), which apply graph-centric finetuning on

the pretrained transformer using a structure loss 𝐿𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡 . The features from the touchup transformer incoporates structure

information, which boosts the performance of GNNs on downstream graph tasks

3.2 Problem Statement

We seek to finetune the pretrained model T by minimize the feature
embedding distance between connected nodes and maximize the
feature embedding distance between disconnected nodes (see Eq 1).
Mathematically speaking,

• Given an undirected graph G = (V, E,X), its adjacency
matrix A ∈ R |V |× |V | contains both the observed (training
edge) and unobserved link(validation and test edge) in the
graph G, a pretrained model T and X′ = T(X).

• The set S of raw node features (e.g. texts, images) for all
nodes 𝑛 ∈ V.

• A pretrained model T that transforms raw node features to
node feature embeddings, X = T(S), X ∈ R |V |×𝑑 .

• Find the finetuned model T′ such that

Tr(X′𝑇AX′) − Tr(X′𝑇 (1 − A)X′) (1)

is minimized for a hold-out set (validation and test edges),
where X′ = T′ (S), 1 ∈ R |V |× |V | is a matrix of all 1s. Note
that the edges in the hold-out set is unobserved and are not
used to train the model in the proposed methods.

4 PROPOSED METHOD

Next, we detail TouchUp-G, the first pretraining framework that
enhances the node features by graph-centric multi-modal finetun-
ing on the pretrained models from any modality (e.g. vision, lan-
guage etc.). An overview of our method is shown in Fig. 3. We

first propose feature homophily score to measure if TouchUp-G
is needed. If finetuning is needed, the nodes’ raw features are first
passed through the pretrained transformer to get the extracted
feature embeddings. The extracted feature embedding are then
minimized using a structure-aware loss function to finetune the
pretained transformers. The node embeddings from the finetuned
transformer are used as features in the graph neural network for
downstream graph tasks.

4.1 Proposed Homophily Measure

We first propose Feature Homophily to quantify the correlation
between features and structures for any graph with features, and
decide if TouchUp-G is needed. The Feature Homophily is an ex-
tended vectorized version of scalar assortativity, a matrix that quan-
tifies the similarity of scalar features over connected edges.
Feature Homophily. In this work, we focus on using feature
homophily ℎ to characterize the correlation between node features
and graph structure, and use it to as a threshold to decide whether
feature enhancement is needed using TouchUp-G.
Definition 1. The feature homophily ratio h is defined as follows.

ℎ =

∑
𝑖 𝑗∈𝐸 (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥) · (𝑥 𝑗 − 𝑥)√︃∑

𝑖 𝑗∈𝐸 (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥) · (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥) ·
√︃∑

𝑖 𝑗∈𝐸 (𝑥 𝑗 − 𝑥) · (𝑥 𝑗 − 𝑥)
(2)
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(a) h = 1 (b) h = -1

Figure 4: Example graphs that exhibits strong positive/nega-

tive correlation between features and structure. For example,

for figure(a), every node over the connected edge has the

exact same feature and for figure (b), every node over the

connected edge has the exact opposite feature.

where 𝑥 =

∑
𝑖 𝑗 ∈𝐸 (𝑥𝑖+𝑥 𝑗 )

2 |𝐸 | . are the mean of node features over edges.
For each edges 𝑒𝑖 𝑗 ∈ 𝐸, denote the first node 𝑖 as the head node and
the second node 𝑗 as the tail node. The feature homophily score ℎ is
essentially the pearson correlation between the set of all head node
features 𝑥𝑖 and the set of all tail node features 𝑥 𝑗 . As a result, the
feature homophily ℎ score quantifies the correlation between node
features and graph structures, and h is bounded in the range [−1, 1].
In real-world, most graphs exhibit feature homophily ℎ > 0 and we
leave the case of ℎ < 0 for future discussion. In Fig. 4, we give two
example graphs that exhibits strong feature homophily/heterophily.
Feature Homophily vs. Label Homophily. Label homophily
captures the different tendency between each pair of classes. While
label homophily is connected with feature homophily, they are still
different from each other in two ways. First, graphs that exhibit
strong label homophily may not exhibit strong feature homophily.
For example, Books has a label homophily of 0.654 , but its feature
homophily score is only 0.194 [40]. Second, label homophily cannot
be calculated for all graph tasks. For example, for graphs designed
for link prediction, nodes do not have class labels, and thus label
homophily score cannot be calculated.
Comparison wrt. Feature Smoothness. Feature smoothness
score measures how features propagate throughout the network,
which is defined as follows:

_𝑓 =

����∑
𝑣∈𝑉 (∑𝑣′∈𝑁 (𝑣) (𝑥𝑣−𝑥𝑣′ )

����
1

|𝐸 |𝑑 (3)

where _𝑓 ∈ [0, +∞). Here a smaller _𝑓 indicates the feature
vectors 𝑥𝑣 and 𝑥𝑣′ are more likely to be similar for two connected
nodes v and 𝑣 ′ in the graph.

While similar to Feature Homophily, _𝑓 also captures the similar-
ity of features for connected edges in the graphs, the magnitude of
the feature smoothness score is unbounded and is directly related
to the number of edges that a graph has. As a result, it cannot be
compared against graphs of different sizes cannot be used to decide
if finetuning is needed.

4.2 TouchUp-G

Since the feature homophily score is a pearson correlation between
the feature distributions over connected edges and essentially quan-
tifying the correlation between node features and graph features,

we use the feature homophily score ℎ as an indicator of whether
finetuning is needed. According to [35], a scalar assortativity score
greater than 0.5 is regarded as strong. Thus, we set the finetun-
ing threshold to be 0.5. When ℎ > 0.5, the graph exhibits strong
feature homphily and thus we don’t employ TouchUp-G. When
0 < ℎ < 0.5, the graph exhibits weak feature homophily, and thus
we enhance the feature embeddings by using TouchUp-G. In Fig. 3,
we show a specific case of how the TouchUp-G finetuning is done
for a training edge 𝑒0,1.

For each training edge 𝑒𝑢,𝑣 ∈ E, the original feature of node u,v
is 𝑥𝑢 , 𝑥𝑣 respectively. We first randomly sample a negative node
m, where 𝑒𝑢,𝑚 ∉ E. 𝑥 ′𝑢 = max(T(𝑥𝑢 ), 0), 𝑥 ′𝑣 = max(T(𝑥𝑣), 0), 𝑥 ′𝑚 =

max(T(𝑥𝑚), 0) are the pretrained feature embedding obtained from
a pretrained model T for node𝑢, 𝑣,𝑚 respectively. We then finetune
the pretrained transformer T using a binary cross entropy loss.

𝐿struct = − 1
|𝐸 |

∑︁
(𝑢,𝑣) ∈𝐸
(𝑢,𝑚)∉𝐸

(log(𝑥 ′𝑢 · 𝑥 ′𝑣) + log(1 − 𝑥 ′𝑢 · 𝑥 ′𝑚)) (4)

Similar to knowledge graph embedding objectives such as Dist-
Mult [4], this structure-aware loss can be seen as a way to learn
the graph’s topological information in the nodes’ representation
through gradient descent. As a result, 𝐿struct fuses graph’s structure
information with the raw features together. Note that this structure-
aware loss 𝐿struct can be used to any pretrained models from any
modalities. No matter it is Language models, Vision Transformers
or Convolutional Neural Networks for computer vision and audio
processing. As long as the pretrained model generates an embed-
ding for each node, it can be finetuned using the structure-aware
objective to enhance its feature embeddings with graph’s topolog-
ical information. In practice, we use gradient clipping and early
stopping to prevent overfitting on the training edges [29, 41].
Relation with Feature Homophily. In the optimal case, 𝐿struct =
0, resulting in 𝑥 ′𝑢 ·𝑥 ′𝑣 = 1 for all (𝑢, 𝑣) ∈ 𝐸. And this indicates strong
positive correlation between 𝑥 ′𝑢 and 𝑥 ′𝑣 . Since the feature homophily
ratio h is essentially a pearson correlation of node features between
the set of head entities 𝑢 versus the set of tail entities 𝑣 . As a result,
when the pretrained model T learned a strong correlation between
𝑥 ′𝑢 and 𝑥 ′𝑣 , it would result in a Feature Homophily close to 1.

5 EXPERIMENTS

We aim to address the following research questions (RQ) through
experiments.

• RQ1 - Effective: How accurate is TouchUp-G?
• RQ2 - Multi-modal: Can TouchUp-G handle other modali-
ties (like, images), in addition to text?

• RQ3 - General: Can TouchUp-G handle other down-stream
tasks (like node classification), besides link prediction?

• RQ4 - Principled: How well is the feature representation
learnt by TouchUp-G, according to feature homophily score,
compared with features obtained directly from pretrained
models?

We first describe our experimental setup, including the datasets
and baselines used in our empirical analysis. Then we show the
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Table 3: Dataset used in TouchUp-G: These three datasets represent datasets of various scales and modalities. Books and

Ogb-Products have original text descriptions as features, and a pretrained BERT is used to generate the feature embeddings.

Amazon-CP have images of products as original visual features, and a pretrained ViT is used to generate feature embeddings.

LP = Link Prediction. NC = Node Classification.

Name Nodes Edges Description Node Features Pretrained Model Downstream Task

Ogb-Products [18] 2,449,029 61,859,140 Purchasing Network Text BERT [9] LP & NC
Books [46, 47] 1,098,672 33,619,434 Recommendation Network Text BERT [9] LP
Amazon-CP [36] 379,770 4,102,444 Purchasing Network Image ViT [11] LP
Ogb-Arxiv [18] 169,343 1,166,243 Citation Network Text SciBERT [1] NC

practical quantitative improvements from TouchUp-G and a closer
ablation study on the feature homophily score.

5.1 Experimental Setup

Data.Wemainly focuses on analyzing and enhancing features from
feature-rich graphs, where each node need to have natural features
that comes from other domains e.g. text, images. In this work, we
mainly focus on discussing the case where all nodes in the same
graph have features that come from the same modality (text-rich
graphs, image-rich graphs). And we leave the case of mixing textual
and visual features in one graph to further study. We adapted four
public datasets: Ogb-Products, Books, Amazon-CP, Ogb-arxiv. The
details of these datasest are shown in Tab. 3.
(Ogb-products): is anAmazon product co-purchasing networkwhere
the feature is each products’ description [18]. We obtain the raw
text feature following [5].
(Ogb-Arxiv): is an a citation network where the feature is each
paper’s title and abstract [18]. We obtain the raw text feature fol-
lowing [5].
(Books): is a book recommendation dataset from Goodreads [46, 47].
Following [40], the node feature is each book’s description and
the links capture if a reader who recommenders one book will
recommend the other book on Goodreads as well.
(Amazon-CP): is a dataset constructed using the metadata from
Amazon-Review dataset [36]. We extract the copurchasing informa-
tion from the metadata and each product’s high resolution image
as the raw node features. Nodes with missing visual features and
have insufficient density ,degree<5 are eliminated.
For node classification, we follow the split and evaluation in [18] for
both Ogb-Arxiv and Ogb-Products. For link prediction, since we are
adapting new datasets to link prediction and no public split is avail-
able, we do random split on Ogb-Products, Books, Amazon-CP. Ogb-
products and Books are splitted at a ratio of 60%/10%/30%. Amazon-
CP is using a 80%/10%/10% split ratio. For every validation and test
edges, we randomly generate 1000 negatives for Books dataset, 100
negatives for Ogb-Products and 300 negatives for Amazon-CP. All
of these graphs are homogeneous, undirected graphs. The dataset
construction pipelines for Books and Amazon-CP dataset will be
made public upon acceptance in a notebook, so that others can
construct the same dataset following the steps.
Pretrained Models. For Ogb-Products and Books dataset, since
their node features are raw text descriptions, we use the 12-layer

BERT-base-uncased3 to generate the pretrained feature embed-
ding [9]. For Ogb-Arxiv, we use SciBERT4 [1]. For both BERT and
SciBERT, the last layer is dropped for both generating feature em-
beddings and finetuning usingTouchUp-G. For Amazon-CP dataset,
we adapt the ViT-b-16 model5 [11] trained on ImageNet [8] to gen-
erate the pretrained visual feature embedding. The BERT, SciBERT
and ViT models used here are also the pretrained and touchup mod-
els we use in TouchUp-G. For ViT, we drop the last layer and add a
linear layer to project the embeddings from 768 to 256 dimensions.
TouchUp-G Variants. As shown in Tab. 4, for all four datasets
we used, the feature homophily score using PMs directly is smaller
than 0.5, thus we adapt TouchUp-G on all of the four datasets. In
the experiment part, we mainly test TouchUp-G using two types
of models: language models and vision models. When the raw node
features are text, BERT is used as the pretrained and touchup model.
When the raw node features are images, ViT is used as the pre-
trained and touchup model. We also consider three GNN backbones:
SAGE [14], GCN [25] and GATv2 [2] as GAE-based models. Differ-
ent from the conventional full-batch GCN, here we use a mini-batch
GCN model that follows the same message passing functions as
GCN [25]. As a result, we mainly test the property of TouchUp-G
for the following five variants: TouchUp-G (BERT-GCN),TouchUp-
G (BERT-SAGE), TouchUp-G (ViT-SAGE), and TouchUp-G (ViT-
GATv2), TouchUp-G (SciBERT-SAGE).
Evaluations.Wemainly evaluate the effectiveness of our finetuned
feature embedding in two ways. First, we compute the Feature Ho-
mophily scores for different feature representations, before using it
in the downstream graph tasks. The higher the Feature Homophily
score is, the more consistent the features and structures are, and as
a result, it’s more likely for GNNs to achieve good performance in
the downstream graph task. Second, we evaluate the feature em-
beddings by using them as features for GNNs to do link prediction.
We report MRR, Hits@10, and Hits@1, the three most commonly-
used evaluation metrics for link prediction [18, 43, 54]. Hits@K
counts the ratio of positive edges ranked at the K-th place or above
against all negative edges. MRR (Mean Reciprocal Rank) computes
the reciprocal rank of the true target node against 1,000 negative
candidates, averaged over all the true source nodes. For all evalua-
tion metrics, the higher the number is, the better. We don’t report
Hits@1 for Amazon-CP because it’s 0 for all methods.

3https://huggingface.co/bert-base-uncased
4https://huggingface.co/allenai/scibert_scivocab_uncased
5https://pytorch.org/vision/main/models/generated/torchvision.models.vit_b_16.
html

https://huggingface.co/bert-base-uncased
https://huggingface.co/allenai/scibert_scivocab_uncased
https://pytorch.org/vision/main/models/generated/torchvision.models.vit_b_16.html
https://pytorch.org/vision/main/models/generated/torchvision.models.vit_b_16.html
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Figure 5: TouchUp-G is Effective. Link Prediction performance on Ogb-Products. GCN [25] and SAGE [14] are used as GNN

backbones. TouchUp-G performs best against all baselines, by more than 20% of performance increase in MRR.
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Figure 6: TouchUp-G is Effective. Link Prediction performance on Books. GCN [25] and SAGE [14] are used as GNN backbones.

TouchUp-G performs best against all baselines, by more than 25% of performance increase in MRR.

Baselines. We mainly compare against various ways of generating
feature embeddings as baselines to show that the embeddings gener-
ated from TouchUp-G is most effective across tasks and modalities.
For link prediction, the main idea is to show that structure-fused
feature embeddingsworks better than embeddings that captures fea-
ture or embeddings that captures topology alone. Following [6], we
use degree to capture nodes’ structure embedding and deepwalk to
capture nodes’ proximity embedding. For Ogb-Products and Books,
we mainly consider BERT+ [9], Degree+ [6], Deepwalk+ [6, 37]
as baselines. For Amazon-CP, we mainly consider ViT+ [11], De-
gree+ [6] and Deepwalk+ [6, 37] as baselines. BERT+indicates using
BERT to obtain feature embeddings directly and the feature embed-
dings are then trained and evaluated on GNNs, and similarly for
Degree+ and Deepwalk+.

For node classification, since Ogb-Arxiv and Ogb-Products are
both text-rich graphs, we mainly compare against using various

language representations to generate feature embeddings. We com-
pare against Ogb+: the original feature embedding that the Ogb
benchmark uses [18], BERT+for Ogb-Products, and SciBERT+for
Ogb-Arxiv: the two language models we use as pretrain models,
without any touchup enhancement. Following [55], we also report
performance on DeBERTa+ [15].
Implementation Details. For PMs, we conduct extensive hyper-
parameter tuning using grid search. We search on the learning
rates = {1e-1, 1e-2, 1e-3, 1e-4, 5e-4, 5e-5}. The training batch size
is set to 64 for all datasets. We use gradient clipping and early
stopping to prevent overfitting on the training edges [29, 41] We
used four Nvidia A40 GPU to train the model. Due to the fact that
validating on the full validation split for one epoch is extremely
time-consuming, we subsample a small set from the full validation
test (1% of the edges in the validation set), and use MRR over 5
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Figure 7: TouchUp-G is Multi-modal: Link Prediction performance on Amazon-CP. GATv2 [2] and SAGE [14] are used as GNN

backbones. TouchUp-G performs well on image features, indicating TouchUp-G can work well on both text and image features.

negative examples to select the best checkpoint. The touchup model
weights from the best performing epoch are then used to generate
the finetuned feature embeddings. The full evaluation of how well
the feature embeddings perform is done using GNNs.

For GNNs, we also do grid search of hyperparameters. We search
on the learning rates = {1e-1, 1e-2, 1e-3, 1e-4, 5e-4, 1e-4, 5e-5} and
the number of layers = {1, 2, 3}. The training batch size and hidden
dimension is set to 512 for all datasets. For GATv2, the number of
heads is 8. We report the best performing hyperparameters for each
setting. We used one Nvidia v100 GPU to train the model and repeat
our experiments with three different random seeds. The test results
are reported on the epoch with the best validation performance.

5.2 RQ1 - Effective: Text Feature Enhancement

Setup & Evaluation. To evaluate TouchUp-G’s effectiveness on
enhancing features from a pretrained model (PM), we evaluate the
performance of using TouchUp-G on text-rich graphs for link pre-
diction. Link prediction has been widely recognized as foundations
of other graphs tasks and can be leveraged to solve the insufficient
label problem in tasks like node classification or graph classifica-
tion [19, 20]. We report the link prediction performance of two
widely-used GNN backbones: GCN and SAGE. For each dataset,
the three most commonly-used evaluation metrics: MRR, H@10,
H@1 are reported. For Ogb-Products, for each positive example,
we use 100 negatives during evaluation and for Books, we use 1000
negatives for evaluation.
Results. The results are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. We can see that
TouchUp-G consistently yields better performance across datasets,
and with different GNN backbones. Especially, we can see more
than 20 % MRR boost on Ogb-products when GCN is used as the
backbone, and on Books datasets, in the case of both SAGE and GCN
are used. This indicates that structure-fused text features is more
effective than any text features or structure features alone, and
justifies the effectiveness of TouchUp-G. Additionally, we can see
that at all times, BERT+performs significantly better than baselines
that focuses on structure information only Degree+and Deepwalk+.

This justifies the fact that the information contained in the raw
features is informative, even for downstream graph tasks. And the
performance increase we get in TouchUp-G is an evidence that
by making the node features and graph structure correlation with
each other, GNNs are able to best utilize the both the features and
the graph structure.

5.3 RQ2 - Multi-modal: Visual Feature

Enhancement

Setup & Evaluation. Section 5.2 shows the effectiveness on text-
rich graphs for link prediction. Besides text features, we are also
interested in understanding TouchUp-G’s multi-modal property, if
TouchUp-G can work on features besides text. Here we focus on
evaluating TouchUp-G on visual features for image-rich graphs.
Due to the unavailability of audio- and tactile-graph datasets, we
leave other modalities for future study.We report the link prediction
performance of two GNNmodels: GATv2 and SAGE on Amazon-CP.
Similar to Sec. 5.2, we also report MRR, H@10, H@1. We generate
one negative per edge during training and 300 negatives during
evaluation.
Results. The quantitative results are shown in Fig. 7. We can see
thatTouchUp-G consistently yields better performance onAmazon-
CP. andwith different GNN backbones. This indicates that structure-
fused visual features are more effective than any visual features or
structure features alone, and justifies the effectiveness of TouchUp-
G. In Fig. 1b, we also provide a qualititative analysis. We show a
co-purchasing example that exists in Amazon-CP in the test split.
In Fig. 1b, we know that one customer bought a shower head on
Amazon, and we want to predict what other products the customer
would also buy on Amazon. In the top-2 predictions, ViT+ predicts
the family decorations and parking signs, while TouchUp-G pre-
dicts the bathroom switch and the tissue hanger, both of which
are essentials equipments in the bathroom, just like the shower
head. The ground truth label: tissue hanger is also contained in
TouchUp-G while missing in ViT+. This qualitative example shows
that TouchUp-G yields more meaningful co-purchasing predictions
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Figure 8: TouchUp-G is General: Node classification Results

on Ogb-Arxiv and Ogb-Products. SAGE [14] is used as GNN

backbone. TouchUp-G performs best against all baselines,

indicating the generality of TouchUp-G to extend to down-

stream node classification tasks.

compared with ViT+alone, and justifies the ability of TouchUp-G
to work on pretrained models from any modality.

5.4 RQ3 - General: Node Classification Results

In section 5.3, we evaluated TouchUp-G’s effectiveness on link
prediction tasks. To evaluate TouchUp-G’s ability on generaliz-
ing to different graph downstream tasks, we also report the node
classification performance on Ogb-Arxiv and Ogb-Products dataset.
Setup & Evaluation. Following [18], we use its standard evalua-
tion pipeline and reports the test accuracy on the best performing
epoch on validation set. The DeBERTa+results are directly adapted
from [55], and the Ogb+results are directly adapted from [48].
BERT+ and SciBERT+ indicates the performance of using the fea-
tures from the PM(BERT), PM(SciBERT) directly, without any fine-
tuning [1, 9]. We use SciBERT for Ogb-Arxiv instead of BERT be-
cause Ogb-Arxiv main contains texts from scientific paper and
SciBERT is pretrained on scientific paper. For evaluation metrics,
we follow standard practice and report accuracy.
Results. The results are shown in Fig. 8. We can see that TouchUp-
G consistently yields better performance, comparing against all
baselines. Especially, we can see that TouchUp-G even outper-
forms all SciBERT+ and BERT+ models by 5 % and 10 % respectively.
This indicates that the features obtained from TouchUp-G is Gen-
eral, can be used to any downstream graph tasks. Additionally,
we can see that Ogb+consistently performs better than DeBERTa+,
SciBERT+, BERT+. And this justifies our argument that directly

Table 4: Principled: TouchUp-G wins. Feature Homophily

score before and after TouchUp-G. TouchUp-G gives a much

higher Feature Homophily score. As a result, the correlation

between node features and graph structure, and it’s more

likely for GNNs to make best use of the features in down-

stream graph tasks, and this matches the experiment results

in Fig. 5, 6, 7 8. - means BERT,ViT,SciBERT is not applicable to

this dataset due to lack of original text/image data or better

pretrained model available.

Dataset BERT [9] SciBERT [1] ViT [11] TouchUp-G

Ogb-Products 0.223 - - 0.762 (3.4x)
Books 0.137 - - 0.579 (4.2x)
Amazon-CP - - 0.173 0.622 (3.6x)
Ogb-Arxiv - 0.194 - 0.408 (2.1x)

using features from a PM without any domain adaption in graphs
actually hurts the performance on downstream graph tasks.

5.5 RQ4 - Principled: Feature Homophily Score

Setup & Evaluation. For each datasets in Tab. 3, we computes
its Feature Homophily scores with embeddings from the PMs, e.g.
BERT, ViT, SciBERT, or with embeddings from our touch-up models
TouchUp-G, before training a GNN model.
Results. The results are shown in Tab 4. Before finetuning, all
datasets’ Feature Homophily scores are low. Since Feature Ho-
mophily is essentially the pearson correlation between the head
and tail node feature embeddings over edges, this indicates that the
correlation is very weak and thus hard to capture and be learnt by
GNNs, resulting in low GNN performance for downstream graph
tasks. However, after TouchUp-G, all datasets exhibits a more than
2× increase in feature homophily score. Thus, GNNs are more likely
to perform well on downstream graph tasks using features from
TouchUp-G.

6 CONCLUSION

We have presented TouchUp-G, a simple touch-up feature enhance-
ment technique for general pretrained models. TouchUp-G has the
following advantages:

• General: can be applied to any downstream graph tasks
• Multi-modal: can improve raw features that come from any
modality (e.g. images, texts);

• Principled: a novel metric, feature homophily is proposed
to measure the correlation between node features and graph
structure

• Effective: outperforms baselines on 4 real datasets, with up
to 2× performance improvement across various tasks and
modalities.

We envision that the finetuning part of TouchUp-G can be done
more efficiently using linear probing or delta finetuning, which
only tunes a gradient of the pretrained model [10]. We leave this
as the next step for this work.
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